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Abstract. In order to solve the problem of accurately predicting the remaining useful life (RUL) of crusher roller
sleeve under the partially observable and nonlinear nonstationary running state, a new method of RUL
prediction based on Dempster-Shafer (D-S) data fusion and support vector regression-particle filter (SVR-PF) is
proposed. First, it adopts the correlation analysis to select the features of temperature and vibration signal, and
subsequently utilize wavelet to denoising the features. Lastly, comparing the prediction performance of the
proposed method integrates temperature and vibration signal sources to predict the RUL with the prediction
performance of single source and other prediction methods. The experiment results indicate that the proposed
prediction method is capable of fusing different data sources to predict the RUL and the prediction accuracy of
RUL can be improved when data are less available.
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1 Introduction

Roller sleeve as an important component is widely used in
crusher, the status of its running performance directly
affects the health of the whole equipment [1]. However, due
to the complex working load, dust and other harsh working
conditions, the service life of crusher roller sleeve is not
long, and the accurate life of high speed spindle in all kinds
of crushers is only thousands of hours. Once the working
hours exceed the service life limit, the operation precision of
roller will drop sharply and further cause that the machine
cannot work properly. So it is very important to improve
the reliability, safety and work efficiency of the crusher
roller sleeve by means of prognostics and health manage-
ment (PHM). It is an important part of PHM to predict
the RUL of equipment and evaluate the performance
of devices [2].

It is critical to establish an appropriate model in the life
prediction process. In brief, condition-based monitoring is
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becoming more and more significant, especially in the RUL
prediction. Vibration signal on-line monitoring is one of the
most effective methods to monitor the state of crusher
roller sleeve health condition (SOH) [3]. The RUL
prediction of crusher roller sleeve based on vibration
monitoring data is divided into two steps: firstly, construct
an indicator to accurately assess the performance degra-
dation of crusher roll sleeve; subsequently, establish an
effective model to predict the RUL of crusher roller sleeve.

How to establish an appropriate model under partially
observable state is the key to predict the RUL accurately,
and it is also the urgent demand for the industrial
production. SVR-PF is such a machine learning algorithm
to make classification and prediction under small samples
[4]. This method based on the statistics theory has been
successfully applied to the prediction in the financial,
electric and other systems [5,6].

In this paper, a method using acceleration and
temperature data is proposed firstly to solve the challenge
of low RUL prediction precision based on single data
source. However, the noise and vibration interferences
caused by other mechanical and systems may severely
obscure the roller sleeve signal collected from sensors and
make it very challenging to reliably detect the effective
components. For the above reasons, a variety of signal
analysis methods have been proposed by researchers, such
as time-domain, frequency-domain and time-frequency
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Table 1. BPA function combination based on D-S data fusion.

BPA function m1(T) m1(a) m1(T∪a)

m2(T) m1(T)m2(T) Ø m1(T∪a) m2(T)
m2(a) ø m1(a) m2(a) m1(T∪a) m2(a)
m2(T∪a) m1(T) m2(T∪a) m1(a) m2(T∪a) m1(T∪a)m2(T∪a)
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technique. Wavelet analysis is such a widely accepted
approach. Then it selects the sensitive features of two
signals as input and constructs the SVR-PF model to solve
the problem that is difficult to predict with finite state
data. The proposed method is evaluated using experimen-
tal data respectively. Finally, after assessing the prediction
result errors, the conclusion is given in Table 5.
2 Theory introduction of D-S data fusion
and SVR-PF

2.1 Theory introduction of D-S data fusion

D-S theory fuses data from different sources through the
basic probability assignment (BPA) function, and
analyses the belief of all the possible propositions in the
identification framework, so as to achieve the goal of data
fusion [7–10].

To set the identification framework consists of evidence
B and C, m1 and m2 are two BPA functions in the
identification framework, m1,2 is the fused BPA function,
then the D-S data fusion can be expressed as:

m1;2ðØÞ ¼ 0 ð1Þ

m1;2ðAÞ ¼ 1

1�K

X
B∩C¼A

m1ðBÞm2ðCÞ ð2Þ

where K is the degree of conflict between the evidences B
and C

K ¼
X

B∩C¼∅

m1ðBÞm2ðCÞ: ð3Þ

D-S data fusion theory combines with the same view for
different sources of the same problem and eliminates the all
conflicting views at once, so that a more reliable fused
posterior BPA function can be obtained.

The RUL prediction of crusher roll sleeve based on D-S
data fusion has two data sources: (1) the RUL prediction
based on temperature data; (2) the RUL prediction based
on acceleration data. In this paper, the proposed prediction
method based on D-S data fusion and SVR-PF fuses the
results of two prediction methods to gain the fused RUL
prediction result.

The whole identified framework is set as V

V ¼ fT ; ag: ð4Þ
Because there’s no intersection between T and a,
prediction by acceleration data and prediction by temper-
ature data are independent events, then the power set can
be expressed as 2V.

2V ¼ f∅; fTg; fag; fT ∪ agg: ð5Þ
The meaning of all the propositions in the power set 2V

is explained as follows.

–
 {T} represents the RUL prediction credibility obtained
by temperature data;
–
 {a} represents the RUL prediction credibility obtained
by acceleration data;
–
 {T∪ a } represents the RUL prediction credibility
obtained by acceleration or temperature data.

Meanwhile, the BPA functionsm1 andm2 defined in the
power set 2V mean that:

–
 m1 represents the prediction credibility distribution
obtained by temperature data in the power set 2V;
–
 m2 represents the prediction credibility distribution
obtained by acceleration data in the power set 2V.

The combination of the BPA function based on data
fusion is shown in Table 1.

From Table 1, the posterior BPA function based on
data fusion can be expressed as:

m Tð Þ ¼ 1

1�K

X
B∩C¼T

m1ðBÞm2ðCÞ ¼ b

1�K
ð6Þ

mðaÞ ¼ 1

1�K

X
B∩C¼a

m1ðBÞm2ðCÞ ¼ c

1�K
ð7Þ

where

b ¼ m1ðT Þm2ðT Þ þm1ðT ∪ aÞm2ðT Þ þm1ðT Þm2ðT ∪ aÞ
ð8Þ

c ¼ m1ðaÞm2ðaÞ þm1ðT ∪ aÞm2ðaÞ þm1ðaÞm2ðT ∪ aÞ ð9Þ

K ¼
X

B∩C¼∅

m1ðBÞm2ðCÞ ¼ m1ðaÞm2ðT Þ þm1ðT Þm2ðaÞ:

ð10Þ
That’s the proposed RUL prediction method for crusher

roller sleeve, it uses the posterior fusion BPA function and
combines the prediction results of two prediction methods
to gain a more accurate prediction result.
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2.2 Basic theory of SVR-PF
2.2.1 Basic theory of particle filter

On the basis of the recursive Bayesian estimation [11–13],
particle filter becomes a universal algorithm drawing
samples from posterior distributions and assigns weights to
all the particles by using the Monte Carlo method [13–16].

Particle filter has more excellent performance on
nonlinear and non-Gaussian system than Kalman filter
which only has good performance on liner and Gaussian
system [17].

The particle filter system state space model can be
described as:

xk ¼ fðxk�1; vk�1Þ
zk ¼ hðxk;nkÞ

(
ð11Þ

where xk is the system state, zk is either the system output
or the measurement, vk�1 is the system noise, and nk is the
measurement noise.

We assume that the prior distribution pðxi
0:k�1jz1:k�1Þ

of system is known and N samples from the posterior
distribution of system (11) have drawn. The posterior
distribution can be approximately described as:

pðx0:kjz1:kÞ≈
XN
i¼1

wi
kdðx0:k � xi

0:kÞ ð12Þ

where xi
k

� �
is the sample, wi

k

� �
is the sample weight, which

have
PN

i wi
k ¼ 1. The higher is the weight, the higher is

the sample probability. d(⋅) represents the Dirac-Delta
function.

In order to solve the problem that is very difficult to
sample directly from a posterior distribution, a good deal of
the problem is the importance sampling technique. It can
draw samples directly from the importance distribution.
The importance distribution can be described as:

qðx0:kjz1:kÞ≈
XN
i¼1

dðx0:k � xi
0:kÞ: ð13Þ

Plugging the importance distribution (13) into (12), then
the weight can be updated:

wi
k ¼

pðzkjxi
kÞpðxi

kjxi
k�1Þpðxi

0:k�1jz1:k�1Þ
qðxi

kjxi
0:k�1; z1:kÞqðxi

0:k�1jz1:k�1Þ

¼ wi
k�1

pðzkjxi
kÞpðxi

kjxi
k�1Þ

qðxi
kjxi

0:k�1; z1:kÞ
ð14Þ

where pðzkjxi
kÞ is the likelihood function, pðxi

kjxi
k�1Þ is the

state transfer distribution. If system (11) subjects to the
Markov process, the weight update equation (14) can be
reduced to:

wi
k ¼ wi

k�1

pðzkjxi
kÞpðxi

kjxi
k�1Þ

qðxi
kjxi

k�1; zkÞ
: ð15Þ
We set state transfer distribution as the importance
distribution:

qðxi
kjxi

k�1; zkÞ ¼ pðxi
kjxi

k�1Þ: ð16Þ
If the likelihood function pðzkjxi

kÞ and the prior weights
are used to update the new weights [15], the weight renew
equation can be reduced to equation (17):

wi
k ¼ wi

k�1pðzkjxi
kÞ: ð17Þ

There is a wider problem of PF, which is known as
degeneracy phenomenon. In order to avoid the problem,
resampling is a suitable method. If the system iterates
without resampling, the weight of some particles will tend
to zero, and all efforts for the weights calculation become
meaningless.

The standard method to avoid the degeneracy
phenomenon is to renormalize the distribution by removing
the small weight particles and duplicating the large weight
particles. The weights of all the particles are set to 1/N (N
is the number of particles). The resampling algorithm of
the standard PF is shown above.

Neff ¼ N

1þ varðwi
kÞ

≈
1XN

i¼1

ðwi
kÞ2

ð18Þ

where Neff is the threshold of resampling.

2.2.2 Support vector regression-particle filter

The standard PF algorithm eliminates the small weight
particles and duplicates the large weight particles to avoid
the degeneracy phenomenon that would cause the loss of
particle diversity. Which would make most particles
aggregate around the larger weighted ones, so the
degeneracy phenomenon still exists. In view of this
problem, a new resampling algorithm known as SVR is
introduced to rebuild a posterior distribution [18], which
has an extremely fast learning speed and advantageous
generalization capability. Moreover, SVR has a com-
mendable performance in both classification and regression
with a simple structure. Compared with other methods,
SVR can avoid the degeneracy phenomenon and keep the
diversity of particles in the case of limited samples. What’s
more, the training speed of SVR is much faster while
obtaining better generalization. In view of these advan-
tages, the SVR is selected in this paper to establish RUL
prediction model. The application of the SVR is detailed in
some studies [19,20].

The fundamental principle of SVR is known as an
optimization problem expressed by a regularized functional
with constraints [21], the form can be described as:

V ¼ ðf; fÞH
s:t:sup

x
jFðxÞ � FlðxÞ

���� ¼ sup
x
jFlðxÞ �

Zx
�∞

fðtÞdt
���� ¼ sl < e

8>><>>:
ð19Þ



Fig. 1. Fundamental illustration of SVR-PF.
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where the regularized functional defined in Hilbert space
and generated by sl is represented byV=(f, f)H. The error
between the distribution functions F(x) and their estima-
tion Fl(x) is represented by sl. The constraint is
represented by e.

The estimated probability density function (PDF) of
distribution Fl(x) is F(x). Only the points xi(i=1, 2, . . . ,m)
in theparticle set shouldbe considered, so equation (19) canbe
reduced to:

max
i

����FlðxÞ �
Zx
�∞

fðtÞdt
����
x¼xi

¼ sl < e: ð20Þ

If the PDF f(x) is described by kernel functions:

fðxÞ ¼
Xm
i¼1

biKðxi;xÞ ð21Þ

Kernel function K(xi , x)=’T (xi)’(x) satisfies Mercer’s
condition. Then the regularized functional can be described
as:

VðfÞ ¼ ðf; fÞH ¼
Xm
i¼1

Xm
j¼1

bibjKðxi;xjÞ: ð22Þ

The posterior distribution prediction can be described
as an optimization problem with constraints:

minwpðbÞ ¼
Xm
i¼1

Xm
j¼1

bibjKðxi;xjÞ

s:t:max

����FiðxÞ �
Xm
j¼1

bj

Zx
�∞

Kðxj; tÞdt
����
x¼xj

i

¼ sl:

8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
ð23Þ

Setyi=Fi(xi),w=[b1
,b2, . . . ,bm]

T,zjðxÞ ¼ xi�∞ Kðx; tÞdt,
zi=(zi(x1),zi(x2), . . . , zi(xm)), ji and j

�
i are non-negative slack

variables, then equation (23) can be reduced to a quadratic
programming problem:

minJðw; ji; j�i Þ ¼
1

2
wTwþ C

�Xm
i¼1

ji þ
Xm
i¼1

j�i

�
s:t:wTzi � yi � sl þ ji
yi � wTzi � sl þ j�i
ji; j

�
i ≥ 0; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;m

8>>>>><>>>>>:
ð24Þ

where C is the penalty coefficient. By introducing
Lagrange coefficients ai, a�i to equation (24), we get:

maxwðai; a�i Þ ¼ � 1

2

Xm
i¼1

Xm
j¼1

ða�i � aiÞða�j � ajÞðzTi zjÞ

�sl

Xm
i¼1

ða�i þ aiÞ þ
Xm
i¼1

yiða�i � aiÞ

s:t:
Xm
i¼1

ða�i � aiÞ ¼ 0; 0 � ai; ai � C; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;m:

8>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>:
ð25Þ
Now the solution of equation (25) can be described as:

bj ¼
Xm
i¼1

ða�i � aiÞziðxjÞ: ð26Þ

In equation (26), xi is the support vector and the
corresponding parameter of non-zero coefficients a�i , ai.
Substituting equation (26) into (21), the solution can be
transformed into a posterior distribution estimation of an
optimization problem.

As discussed above, the PF algorithm can be modified
into a new PF algorithm by integrating SVR, which can be
described as follows.

Resampling of the posterior distribution starts once the
effective sample Neff below the threshold. The two training
groups are particle xi

k and corresponding weight
wi

k ¼ Flðxi
kÞ. The resampling posterior distribution is

rebuild by these groups. The flow chart of the SVR-PF
algorithm is shown in Figure 1.

In Figure 1, the rebuilt particles and weights are
represented by ~x1

k; . . . ; ~x
m
k and ~w1

k; . . . ; ~w
m
k .

3 Proposed prediction method

The proposed method mainly consists of three parts,
feature construction, feature signal processing and RUL
prediction, see Table 2 for details.

3.1 Feature construction

Feature signals are extracted from respective original
vibration and temperature signal of crusher roller sleeves.
Since the definition of the original signal in different stage is
relatively vague, it is crucial to select a significant sensitive
feature that can fully reflect the degradation of roller
sleeve. The proposed method evaluates the degradation of
roller sleeves by calculating the tendency degree between
each feature and running time, which is defined as the Karl
Pearson coefficient of the feature.



Table 2. BPA function combination based on D-S data fusion.

Step 1: Collect the vibration and temperature signal
Step 2: Calculate the absolute correlation matrix of the selected features
Step 3: Find the feature which has the highest correlation coefficient among these features.
Step 4: Remove the interference terms of the feature signals
Step 5: Calculate each BPA function based on acceleration and temperature data
Step 6: Calculate the RUL prediction based on acceleration and temperature fusion data and repeat step 5 to step 6

until ak equals the threshold value
Step 7: Calculate the RUL prediction L ¼ ðkþ 1Þ �N
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The Karl Pearson coefficient uses the rank to evaluate
the tendency degree of a feature. It cannot only evaluate
the nonlinear relationship but the monotonicity of the
features

R ¼

XNs

i¼1

xi � xð Þ yi � yð ÞffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiXNs

i¼1

xi � xð Þ2 yi � yð Þ2
vuut ð27Þ

where xi and yi are the ranks of the time ti, and the ith
feature, respectively. Ni is the length of the time sequence.
x and y are the means of xi and yi, respectively.

The sensitive feature is chosen from the features which
has the highest tendency value, i.e., the original feature has
the most obvious monotonic trends.

3.2 Feature signal processing

In the signal processing part, original vibration and
temperature signals are usually formed by the superposi-
tion of the characteristic signal and the noise signal, and the
random disturbance signal in the noise affects the precision
of the prediction result deeply. So, it is important to process
the signal for a more accurate prediction result. Signal
processing contains the removal of outliers, eliminates the
trend item and denoising.

In general, the detection of outliers in signal is based on the
previous normal monitoring data. The least squares polyno-
mial isestablishedtoestimatethevalueoftheobservationdata
at the nextmoment, the absolute value of the estimated value
subtracts the actual data at current time and the difference is
furtherdeterminedwhether thedifference ismore thanagiven
threshold. If the difference is more than the threshold, it is
considered that the observation data are outlier, otherwise
they are considered normal data.

In measurement process bxðnÞ ¼ xðn� 1Þ þ 1
2 or signal

processing, set x (n� 4), x (n� 3), x (n� 2), x (n� 1) are four
consecutive data of signal x(n) before time point n. The
estimated value of the current time bxðnÞ can be obtained
by the linear extrapolation of the least square estimation
[22–25].

bxðnÞ ¼ xðn� 1Þ þ 1

2
xðn� 2Þ � 1

2
xðn� 4Þ: ð28Þ
Calculating the absolute value of bxðnÞ subtracts the
measured value, and compares it with the threshold value d,
i.e.

jbxðnÞ � xðnÞj � d ð29Þ
where x(n) are current data, bxðnÞ are the estimated value of
the current data obtained by the linear extrapolation
through the least square estimation; s is the standard
deviation of measured data residuals. If the equation (29) is
established, x(n) is the normal value, otherwise, it is the
outlier.

The trend term in the measurement signal is the
frequency component of the signal, which is larger than the
sampling length of the signal. It is generally the result of a
slow change of the time sequence in the measurement
system. Except the working frequency of the original signal
collected by the sensor, there are some random interference
signals. The existence of these trends, will cause great error
in the correlation analysis or power spectrum analysis in
space domain, even distort the low frequency completely. If
themeasurement signal without removing the trend term is
directly used to predict the RUL of roller sleeve, it will
directly affect the forecast results, make inappropriate
judgments and conclusions. So the extraction and
elimination of the measurement signal trend term is an
important part of tested data processing.

The original signal is x(t), which can get a discrete time
series x(n) by uniformly-spaced sampling. The least square
method is used to construct a pth-order polynomial [26–28].

yðtÞ ¼ a0 þ a1tþ a2t
2 þ ⋯ þ apt

p ¼
Xp
k¼0

akt
k ð30Þ

where p is a positive integer, means the order of polynomial,
and the selection of p value is based on the estimation of the
signal trend. If the trend of the signal is linear, choose p=1.
With y(t), we subtract the original signal x(t) by the
polynomial trend term y(t), i.e.

byðtÞ � xðtÞ � yðtÞ ð31Þ
where byðtÞ is the signal that removes the trend item.

Because of the existence of so lot of noise, the field
monitoring signal may submerge in other vibration signals
and random noise, which can further causes great impact
on the online monitoring. In this paper, wavelet is used to
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denoise the signals. The basic idea of wavelet denoising is to
decompose and reconstruct the signal. Because signal and
noise at different wavelet spectrum scales have different
expressions, we remove the spectral components especially
the dominant portions generated by noise at different scales.
The wavelet spectrum preserved in this way is the wavelet
spectrumof the original signal, basically.We reconstruct the
original signal using the reconstruction algorithm of wavelet
transform at last [29–32].

Signal x(t) can be expressed as:

xðtÞ ¼
Xþ∞

k¼�∞
cj;kfðt� kÞ þ

Xþ∞

k¼�∞

Xþ∞

j¼0

dj;kckwð2jt� kÞ ð32Þ

where cj,k=⟨ x(t), fj,k(t) ⟩ is the scale coefficient, dj,k=⟨ x(t),
’j,k(t) ⟩ is the wavelet coefficient.

In the multi-scale decomposition process, x(t) is always
progressively decomposed to two subspaces Vj and Wj
from the space Vj�1. According to the two-scale equation,
we can get the fast recursive algorithm about projection
coefficient from cj�1,k of x(t) inVj�1 to cj,k and dj,k of x(t) in
Vj and Wj.

cj;k ¼
X
m∈z

h m� 2kð Þcj�1;m ð33Þ

dj;k ¼
X
m∈z

g m� 2kð Þcj�1;m: ð34Þ

On the contrary, cj�1,k also can be reconstructed by cj,k
and dj,k, and the reconstruction formula is as follows.

cj�1;k ¼
X
m

cj;mh k� 2mð Þ þ
X
m

dj;mg k� 2mð Þ: ð35Þ

3.3 RUL prediction
3.3.1 Initial state of fusion prediction

SetN as the initial time of prediction, aN is the acceleration
in the Nth time point, a�T ;N
is the acceleration prediction obtained by temperature data
in the Nth time point,a�a;N is the acceleration prediction
obtained by acceleration data in the Nth time point.

The first step is calculating the initial value of m1,i(T)
BPA function. From the central limit theorem, a large
number of temperature data measurement errors obeys
normal distribution, i.e.

TT ;N ∼N mTT ;N
; s2

T

� 	
ð36Þ

where mTT ;N
is the mean value of temperature, s2

T is the
variance.

From the experimental result we can see that there is a
strong linear relationship between acceleration signal and
temperature signal. So, the aT,N estimation also obeys
normal distribution, i.e.

aT ;N ∼NðmaT ;N
; s2

T Þ ð37Þ
where

mat;N ¼ aN � mT ;N þ bN ¼ aN ð38Þ

s2
T ¼ a2

N � s2
T : ð39Þ

Thus the initial value of the BPA function m1,i(T) can
be described as m1,N+1(T)

m1;Nþ1ðT Þ ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p

p
sT

exp �
a�T ;N � aN

� 	2

2s2
T

264
375: ð40Þ

The second step is calculating the initial value of the
BPA function m2,i(a). From the central limit theorem, a
large number of acceleration data measurement errors
obeys the normal distribution, i.e.

aa;N ∼Nðmaa;N ; s
2
aÞ ð41Þ

where ma,N is the mean value of acceleration; s2
a is the

variance. If ma,N meets:

maa;N ¼ aN : ð42Þ

The initial value of the BPA function m2,i(a) can be
described as m2,N+1(a)

m2;Nþ1ðaÞ ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p

p
sa

exp �ða�a;N � aNÞ2
2sa2

" #
: ð43Þ

After getting the value of BPA function m1,N+1(a) and
m2,N+1(a), then we calculate the value of the other BPA
functions. Because there is no correlation between the two
kinds of prediction methods, it’s easy to know that:

m1;Nþ1ðaÞ ¼ m2;Nþ1ðT Þ ¼ 0: ð44Þ

According to the properties of BPA function:

m1;Nþ1ðT ∪ aÞ¼1�m1;Nþ1ðT Þ�m1;Nþ1ðaÞ
¼1�m1;Nþ1ðT Þ ð45Þ

m2;Nþ1ðT ∪ aÞ¼1�m2;Nþ1ðT Þ �m2;Nþ1ðaÞ
¼1�m2;Nþ1ðaÞ: ð46Þ

After determining all the values of the BPA function,
the third step is calculating the posterior fusion BPA
function. The fusion BPA function can be described as m,
from formulas (6) and (7), it’s easy to know that:

mNþ1ðT Þ ¼ 1

1�KNþ1

X
B∩C¼T

m1;Nþ1ðBÞm2;Nþ1ðCÞ

¼ m1;Nþ1ðT Þm2;Nþ1ðT ∪ aÞ
1�KNþ1

ð47Þ
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mNþ1ðaÞ ¼ 1

1�KNþ1

X
B∩C¼a

m1;Nþ1ðBÞm2;Nþ1ðCÞ

¼ m1;Nþ1ðT ∪ aÞm2;Nþ1ðaÞ
1�KNþ1

ð48Þ

where

KNþ1 ¼
X

B∩C¼∅

m1;Nþ1ðBÞm2;Nþ1ðCÞ

¼ m1;Nþ1ðaÞm2;Nþ1ðT Þ þm1;Nþ1ðT Þm2;Nþ1 að Þ
¼ m1;Nþ1ðT Þm2;Nþ1ðaÞ: ð49Þ

With the fusion posterior BPA function, the accelera-
tion can be predicted in theN+1th time point. Set a�T ;Nþ1 is
the acceleration prediction obtained by temperature data
in the N+1th time point, a�a;Nþ1 is the acceleration
prediction obtained by acceleration data in the N+1th

time point, a�Nþ1 is the acceleration prediction obtained by
data fusion method in the N+1th time point. Based on
formulas (47)–(49), a�Nþ1 meets:

a�Nþ1 ¼ mNþ1ðT Þa�T ;Nþ1 þmNþ1ðaÞa�a;Nþ1: ð50Þ

Thus we get the initial state of RUL prediction based on
D-S data fusion and SVR-PF:

Initial ¼ ½m1;Nþ1ðT Þ;m1;Nþ1ðaÞ;m1;Nþ1ðT ∪ aÞ;
m2;Nþ1ðT Þ;m2;Nþ1ðaÞ⋯m2;Nþ1ðT ∪ aÞ;
mNþ1ðT Þ;mNþ1ðaÞ; a�Nþ1�T : ð51Þ

3.3.2 Fusion prediction process

Step 1: calculating the BPA functions. Set NEOL is the end
of roller sleeve working life, a�k is the acceleration prediction
obtained by data fusion in kth time point, a�T ;k is the
acceleration prediction obtained by the temperature data,
a�a;k is the acceleration prediction obtained by the
acceleration data. Where N+1� k�NEOL, the BPA
function can be described as m1,k+1(T) and m2,k+1(a).

m1;kþ1ðT Þ ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p

p
sT

exp �ða�T ;k � a�kÞ2
2sT 2

" #
ð52Þ

m2;kþ1ðaÞ ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p

p
sa

exp �
a�a;k � a�k

� 	
2s�

a

24 35: ð53Þ

Because there is no correlation between the two
prediction models, it’s easy to know that:

m1;kþ1ðaÞ ¼ m2;kþ1ðT Þ ¼ 0: ð54Þ
Based on the properties of BPA functions, there are:

m1;kþ1ðT∪aÞ ¼ 1�m1;kþ1ðT Þ ð55Þ

m2;kþ1ðT∪aÞ ¼ 1�m2;kþ1ðaÞ: ð56Þ
Step 2: calculating the acceleration prediction in the k

+1th time point. From the formulas (6) and (7), formulas
(52)–(56), the posterior fusion BPA function mk+1(T) and
mk+1(a) can be described as:

mkþ1ðT Þ ¼ 1

1�Kkþ1

X
B∩C¼T

m1;kþ1ðBÞm2;kþ1ðCÞ

¼ m1;kþ1ðT Þm2;kþ1ðT∪aÞ
1� kkþ1

ð57Þ

mkþ1ðaÞ ¼ 1

1�Kkþ1

X
B∩C¼a

m1;kþ1ðBÞm2;kþ1ðCÞ

¼ m1;kþ1ðT∪aÞm2;kþ1ðaÞ
1� kkþ1

:

ð58Þ

Thus we obtain the acceleration prediction a�kþ1 in the
K+1th time point through D-S data fusion.

a�kþ1 ¼ mkþ1ðaÞa�T ;kþ1 þmkþ1ðaÞa�a;kþ1: ð59Þ

Step 3: determining whether the acceleration reaches
the threshold. If not, then go back to step 1 and continue
the prediction; otherwise, calculating the RUL prediction
L�:

L� ¼ NEOL �N ¼ ðkþ 1Þ �N: ð60Þ
In summary, the proposed RUL prediction method

based on D-S data fusion and SVR-PF can be described as
flow chart in Figure 2.

A prediction model based on D-S data fusion and SVR-
PF is established as:

Xkþ1 ¼ f Xk;Vkð Þ
Yk ¼ g Xk;Nkð Þ

(
ð61Þ

where Xk is the prediction state, Xk, Vk are noise.

Xk ¼ ½XT
;k;X

T
a;k;X

T
DS;k�T ð62Þ

where XT
T ;k is the state obtained by the analysis of

temperature data;XT
a;k is the state obtained by the analysis

of acceleration data; XT
DS;k is the state obtained by the

analysis of D-S data fusion, and there are:

XT ;k ¼ ½l�T ;k;T �
T ;k; a

�
T ;k�T ð63Þ

Xa;k ¼ ½l�TT ;k
;T �

T ;k; a
�
a;k�T ð64Þ
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Fig. 2. Flowchart of the proposed method.

Fig. 3. Overview of the data acquisition platform.
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XDS;k¼½m1;kðT Þ;m1;kðT∪aÞ;m2;kðaÞ;m2;kðT∪aÞ : : :mkðT Þ;

mkðaÞ; a�k�T : ð65Þ

In formulas (63)–(65): lT,k is the degradation parameter
of temperature in the kth time point [33]; TT,k, lTT ;k

are the
temperature degradation parameters in the kth time point
[34]; * is the prediction of each corresponding variable.

Thus, in combination with the RUL predictionmodel of
literature [33,34] we can obtain the state equation of
prediction model (61), the partial state equation of
prediction by temperature data can be expressed as follows.

l�TT ;kþ1
¼ l�TT ;k

þ va;k

T �
T ;kþ1 ¼ T �

T ;kexp l�T
T ;kDk

� �
þ vb;k

a�T ;kþ1 ¼ aN � TT ;k þ bN þ vc;k

8>><>>: ð66Þ

where aN,bN is the degradation parameter prediction of
acceleration in the Nth time point through the analysis of
the temperature data. The partial state equation of
prediction by acceleration data can be described as follows.

l�TT ;k
¼ l�T ;k þ v�1;k

T �
T ;kþ1 ¼ T �

T ;kexp l�TT ;k

� 	
þ v�2;k

a�a;kþ1 ¼ T �
T ;kþ1exp l�TT ;kþ1

� 	
þ v�3;k

8>><>>: ð67Þ

The partial state equation of prediction by data fusion
can be described as follows.

m1;kþ1 Tð Þ ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p

p
sT

exp �ða�T ;k � a�k
2

2s2
T

" #

m2;kþ1ðaÞ ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p

p
sa

exp �ða�a;k � a�k
2

2s2
a

" #
m1;kþ1ðT ∪ aÞ ¼ 1�m1;kþ1ðT Þ
m2;kþ1ðT ∪ aÞ ¼ 1�m2;kþ1ðaÞ
Kkþ1 ¼ m1;kþ1ðT Þm2;kþ1ðaÞ
mkþ1ðT Þ ¼ m1;kþ1ðT Þm2;kþ1ðT ∪ aÞ

1�Kkþ1

mkþ1ðaÞ ¼ m1;kþ1ðT ∪ aÞm2;kþ1ðaÞ
1�Kkþ1

a�kþ1 ¼ mkþ1ðT Þa�T ;kþ1 þmkþ1ðaÞa�a;kþ1

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

ð68Þ
Combining formulas (66)–(68) can obtain the state
equation of prediction model (61), the measurement
equation (61) can be described as follows.bT �

T ;k ¼ T �
T ;k þ na;k

Ta;k ¼ T �
T ;k þ n�

1;k

a�k ¼ mkðTÞa�T ;k þmkðaÞa�a;k

8<: ð69Þ

where bT T ;k is the temperature prediction obtained by
temperature data, and Ta,k is the degradation parameter
prediction of acceleration obtained by temperature data.

4 Experimental demonstration

4.1 Introduction to the data acquisition platform

The test platform layout is shown in Figure 3, named
PRONOSTIA [35]. The testing platform is designed by the
AS2MDepartment of the FEMTO-STAssociation, the full
life test of the roller sleeve is carried out on the data
acquisition platform of the rolling bearing, the vibration
signal is collected by the 3035B Dytran acceleration sensor
(the maximum acquisition range is 50 g), temperature
signal acquisition using JCJ100TLB temperature sensor
(maximum acquisition range is 200 °C). Because the
acceleration signal is more severe than the temperature
signal, so the full-life test process stops if the acceleration
signal amplitude is found to exceed 20 g. Even if the roller
sleeve does not out of work, in order to avoid the test
platform damage caused by the roller sleeve, we determine
the failure of the roller sleeve, stop testing. The acceleration
test sampling frequency is 25.6 kHz, each 10 s stores a set of



Table 3. Information about 4 groups of experimental failure roller sleeves.

Testing roller sleeve Load (kN) Speed (rpm/min) Failure site Test duration (s)

Roller sleeve 1 4 1800 The inner ring 27,560
Roller sleeve 2 4 1800 The roller 5730
Roller sleeve 3 4.2 1650 The roller 23,110
Roller sleeve 4 4.2 1650 The outer ring and roller 7530

Fig. 4. Original temperature data. Fig. 5. Original acceleration data.
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data, each group of data 2560 points, the temperature test
sampling frequency is 10Hz, and each 10 s stores a set of
data, each group of data 100 points.

In the test, the testing roller sleeve is 22,324 tapered
roller bearing, the roller life-test is carried out 4 times,
each time one test roll is damaged. The 1st test and the
2nd test are worked under the condition of radial load
4000 kN, speed 1800 rpm/min; the 3rd test and the
4th test are worked under the condition of radial load
4200 kN, speed 1650 rpm/min. The test results are shown
in Table 3.

Due to the different working state of the 4 roller sleeves
and the different structure of the roller sleeves, the
experimental results are different, which is conform to
the actual engineering facts. Then we use the measured
experimental data to verify the performance of the
proposed RUL prediction method. Because the 4 groups
tests are carried out on the same platform, and the analysis
methods of each roller sleeve is same, below takes the 1st
roller sleeve as the research object to make explanation.
The measured temperature and vibration data are shown
in Figures 4 and 5.
4.2 Feature construction

In order to compare the prediction performance of
proposed D-S data fusion and SVR-PF prediction method
with the prediction method using the single acceleration
data and the prediction method with the temperature data
with finite data available, the first key step is to select a
good feature signal.

In this paper, the features are selected by calculating
the Karl Pearson correlation coefficient between the time-
domain characteristics of temperature and acceleration
and RUL. As an indicator the features whose correlation
coefficient is highest are selected. As a result, the root mean
square (RMS) feature of vibration and the absolute mean
value feature of temperature are selected. The Karl
Pearson correlation coefficient result is shown in Table 4.
The feature signal of acceleration and temperature are
shown in Figures 6 and 7.
4.3 Feature signal processing
4.3.1 Removal of outliers

The first step of signal processing is the removal of outliers.
For the nonlinear and non-stationary signal, the existence
of outliers can produce spurious harmonic components,
further can influence the prediction accuracy. According to
the statistical properties of the original data, 3s criterion is
used to remove the outliers here. If the residuals in
equation (29) exceed 3s the outliers can be eliminated. The
temperature and vibration signals after removing the
outliers are shown in Figures 8 and 9.
4.3.2 Remove the trend of a smooth

Because of the zero drift of the amplifier caused by
temperature variation, the performance of low frequency
which exceeds the frequency range of the sensor is not
stable with ambient interference around the sensor etc.,
which caused the collected data of vibration signal and
temperature signal in life-test will often deviate from the
baseline, and even the degree of the deviation from the
baseline will vary over time. The whole process of the
deviation from the baseline directly affects the correctness
of the signal and should be removed as the trend term.
This paper from the perspective of engineering application
adopts a simple and practical method to remove the trend
items � the modified function method. The temperature
and vibration signals after removing the trend term are
shown in Figures 10 and 11.



Table 4. BPA function combination based on D-S data fusion.

No. Feature Correlation coefficient of vibration Correlation coefficient of temperature

1 Maximum �0.6363 �0.6183
2 Minimum �0.584 �0.5803
3 Absolute mean value �0.7329 �0.7169
4 Peak �0.613 �0.5767
5 RMS �0.7342 �0.6832
6 Mean �0.0224 �0.0197
7 Standard deviation �0.7341 �0.6589
8 Skewness �0.0631 �0.3237
9 Kurtosis �0.0511 �0.3157
10 Variance �0.4609 �0.3858
11 Shape factor �0.407 �0.6836
12 Crest factor �0.0319 �0.3248
13 Variable coefficient �0.0169 �0.3147
14 Skew coefficient �0.0631 �0.3801
15 Kurtosis coefficient �0.0511 �0.4729
16 Clearance factor �0.5372 �0.6846
17 Impact factor �0.0487 �0.5831
18 Energy factor �0.1358 �0.1679

Fig. 7. Acceleration feature signal.

Fig. 6. Temperature feature signal. Fig. 8. Temperature signal after removing outliers.

Fig. 9. Acceleration signal after removing outliers.
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4.3.3 Denoising

Wavelet analysis is known as the microscope of signal
processing. The key of wavelets analysis is the selection of
wavelet basis and the decomposition level. Decomposition
layer has great influence on the effect of denoising. The
more is the decomposition layer, the lower is the noise–
signal ratio. Meanwhile, when the layer increases, the
processing becomes slow. Although few decomposition
layer has high noise-signal ratio, the signal is decomposed
to very small frequency bandwidths. Only the high
frequency coefficients can be processed to remove the



Fig. 10. Smoothed temperature signal.

Fig. 11. Smoothed acceleration signal.

Fig. 12. Low frequency temperature signal.

Fig. 13. High frequency temperature signal.

Fig. 14. Low frequency acceleration signal.

Fig. 15. High frequency acceleration signal.

Fig. 16. Denoising temperature signal.
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corresponding noise, while the corresponding low frequency
noise is all reserved. Therefore, the choice of wavelet
decomposition layer should be neither too large as consider-
ing the improvement of the noise-signal ratio nor too small as
considering the suppression of low frequency noise. The
purpose of denoising is to get the useful feature signal, so
wavelet coefficients can reflect the minimum frequency
components in the useful signal. The wavelet decomposition
is to decompose the signal into various independent bands,
high detail coefficient reflects the low-frequency part of the
signal. So this paper is based on the minimum frequency
signal to determine the maximum level of wavelet decompo-
sition. In this paper, sym8 wavelet is chosen as the wavelet
base and soft thresholds are used to denoise. The tempera-
ture and vibration signal denoising processes are shown in
Figures 12–17.



Fig. 17. Denoising acceleration signal.

Fig. 18. Predicted acceleration by temperature.

Fig. 19. Predicted acceleration by acceleration.

Fig. 20. Fusion prediction.

Table 5. Comparison of results of residual life prediction.

Failure roller sleeve Roller
sleeve 1

Relative
error

Roller
sleeve 2

Relative
error

Roller
sleeve 3

Relative
error

Roller
sleeve 4

Relative
error

Tested life 27,560 0 5730 0 23,110 0 7530 0
L10 method [36] 53,250 �159% 15,313 �162% 60,086 �160% 19,392 �158%
Wang’s method 1645 92% 490 91% 16,177 93% 410 95%
Edwin’s method 10,691 48% 3604 37% 11,324 51% 2711 64%
RUL prediction obtained
by temperature

28,420 3.12% 5984 4.43% 24,304 5.17% 7924 5.23%

RUL prediction obtained
by acceleration

32,970 19.63% 6811 18.86% 28,451 23.11% 9248 22.82%

Proposed method 28,080 1.89% 5857 2.21% 23,611 2.17% 7788 3.43%
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4.4 RUL prediction

We compare the prediction performance of proposed
prediction method which based on D-S data fusion and
SVR-PF with prediction method which uses single data
source and other prediction methods. Roller sleeve 1 was
used to predict in three cases, predicted by acceleration
data, predicted by temperature data and predicted by
fused data.

From Figures 18–20, it’s easy to know that the results
predicted by the proposed prediction method are more
accurate than other prediction methods.
5 Conclusion

In view of the engineering problem that is difficult to
accurately predict the remaining useful life under partially
observed state, a newmethod based on D-S data fusion and
SVR-PF is proposed.

From Table 5, we can see that compared to other
prediction methods such as obtained by the tempera-
ture or acceleration-based data-driven, the prediction
accuracy of proposed method is significantly improved.
Meanwhile, it provides a basis to make maintenance
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decision for the equipment working under severe
conditions, further reduces the maintenance cost,
improves the utilization rate and the reliability of the
equipment, which has good practicability and populari-
zation value.
Nomenclature
SOH
 State of health

PHM
 Prognostics and health management

BPA
 Basic probability assignment

m1(·)
 BPA function 1 under the identification frame-

work

m2(·)
 BPA function 2 under the identification frame-

work

m1,2(·)
 BPA function after fusion m1 and m2 under the

identification framework

K
 Degree of conflict between the two

evidences

T
 Temperature magnitude

a
 Acceleration magnitude

aN
 Acceleration magnitude at time N

a�T ;N
 Prediction acceleration magnitude at time N

obtained by temperature data

aT,N
 Acceleration magnitude at time N obtained by

temperature data

a�a;N
 Prediction acceleration magnitude at time N

obtained by acceleration data

R
 Value of Karl Pearson coefficient

aN,bN
 Acceleration degradation parameters

m1,i(T)
 BPA function of temperature at time i

a�T ;Nþ1
 Prediction acceleration magnitude at time N+1

obtained by temperature data

KN+1
 Degree of conflict between the two evidences at

time N+1

NEOL
 Threshold of life cycle N
bL�
 Prediction of remaining useful life

Xk
 State of prediction at time k

Vk,Nk
 Measurement noise at time k

f(⋅),g(⋅)
 Transition function and measurement function

XT

T ;k
 State of temperature at time k
XT
a;k
 State of acceleration at time k
XT
DS;k
 State of fusion at time k
lT,k
 Temperature degradation parameters obtained
by temperature at time k
l�T ;k
 Prediction temperature degradation parameters
obtained by temperature at time k
T �
T ;k
 Prediction temperature magnitude obtained by

temperature at time k

a�T ;k
 Prediction acceleration magnitude obtained by

temperature at time k

Xa,k
 State of acceleration at time k

l�T 1;k

,T �
1;k
 Acceleration degradation parameters obtained

by acceleration at time k
l�T ;kþ1
 Prediction temperature degradation parameters
obtained by acceleration at time k+1
v1,k
 l degradation parameters obtained by tempera-
ture at time k
l�
T ;kDk
 Distribution state of l at time k
v2,k
 State noise of prediction temperature obtained
by temperature at time k
v3,k
 State noise of prediction acceleration obtained
by temperature at time k
v�1;k
 l degradation parameters obtained by accelera-
tion at time k
v�2;k
 State noise of prediction acceleration obtained
by temperature at time k
v�3;k
 Measurement noise of prediction acceleration
obtained by acceleration at time k
n1,k
 Measurement noise of prediction temperature at
time k
n�
1;k
 Measurement noise of prediction acceleration

degradation parameters at time k
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